
Chapter 5

A Clear and Present Danger 
for The Most Celebrated of 

American Reptiles

     
In the old days, the Terrapin had a fine whistle, but the Partridge

had none.
The Terrapin was constantly going about whistling and showing

his whistle to the other animals until the Partridge became jealous, so
one day when they met the Partridge asked to try the whistle.

The Terrapin was afraid to risk it at first, suspecting a trick, but the
Partridge said, “I’ll give it back right away, and if you are afraid you can
stay with me while I practice.”

So the Terrapin let him have the whistle and the Partridge walked
around blowing on it in fine fashion.

“How does it sound with me?” asked the Partridge.
“Oh, you do very well,” said the Terrapin, walking alongside.
“Now how do you like it?” said the Partridge, running ahead and

whistling a little faster.
“That’s fine,” answered the Terrapin, hurrying to keep up, “but

don’t run so fast.”
“And now, how do you like this?” called the Partridge, and with

that he spread his wings, gave one long whistle, and flew to the top of a
tree, leaving the poor Terrapin to look after him from the ground.

The Terrapin never recovered his whistle, and from that, and the
loss of his hair, which the turkey stole from him, he grew ashamed to be
seen, and ever since he shuts himself up in his box whenever anyone
comes near him. —Cherokee legend
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T      important status in many cultures (plate
), and they are major characters in folk legends around the
world. Many species have been the subject of stories, fables, art,

medicine, and magic. It is often unclear which type of turtle is being
described. For example, “terrapin” was a generic term for several different
species of turtle and does not necessarily refer to diamondback terrapins.
Nonetheless, these “terrapin” stories are interesting as representative examples
of human respect and reverence for turtles. The Cherokee legend describing
how the partridge got his whistle is a bit unusual because the terrapin in this
story is not as wise as turtles are usually portrayed. In contrast, an African folk
legend recounts how the slow ambling gait of the tortoise caused overconfi-
dence in the hare who challenged the tortoise to a race. The racing theme also
emerges in other legends describing contests with fleet-footed animals that
are won by the slower but wiser turtle.

When Joel Chandler Harris collected Southern plantation tales and retold
them in his famous Uncle Remus stories, Brer Tarrypin was a prominent pro-
tagonist. Harris describes the terrapin in slave dialect. “Brer Tarrypin kare his
house wid ’im. Rain er shine, hot er cole, strike up wid ole Brer Tarrypin w’en
you will en wilst you may, en whar you fine ’im, dar you’ll fine his shanty”
(Harris, ). Brer Tarrypin usually managed to outwit Brer Rabbit, as he did
in the story “Mr. Rabbit Finds His Match At Last.” In this legend, Brer Rab-
bit bragged that he could easily catch Brer Tarrypin, so a fifty-dollar bet was
struck and a five-mile race was planned. Clever Brer Tarrypin arranged to race
in the woods instead of on the road with Brer Rabbit. Everyone thought he
was being foolish, but Brer Tarrypin had a wife and three children and they
were all “de ve’y spit en image er de ole man” (Harris, ). No one could tell
them apart. On the day of the race, the Tarrypin family spread out through
the woods and took up their positions at the mile markers. At each milepost,
Brer Rabbit came across a turtle whom he mistook for Brer Tarrypin. He ran
faster and faster to the finish line, only to see that Brer Tarrypin had already
arrived and was collecting the fifty-dollar wager.

A very similar account is the subject of a Native American story from the
Seneca tribe describing Turtle’s race with Bear. In the Seneca legend, Bear
and Turtle are racing near a frozen pond. Bear runs along the banks while
Turtle swims under the ice. Instead of mileposts, holes in the ice mark the
progress of the race. Turtle periodically pops his head out from the holes,
showing Bear that he has the lead. When Bear comes to the finish line, Tur-
tle is already waiting for him. Bear goes home tired and sleeps until spring.
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Fig. 5.1. Feeding and Catching Terrapin on a Maryland Farm. .
Benjamin West Clinedinst. Courtesy of Sterling and Francine Clark Art Institute,
Williamstown, Massachusetts.
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After Bear leaves, Turtle taps the ice and a dozen turtle heads emerge. Turtle
thanks his relatives for helping him outwit Bear.

The most important turtle of all to Native American tribes was Mother
Turtle, who carries the earth on her back. On the Objiwe tribal flag, a turtle
symbol is placed prominently in the middle, where it represents Mother Tur-
tle who cares for all her children. In their creation legend, Mother Turtle
emerged from the water with earth on her back, providing a place for all her
children to live between sky and water.

In Iroquois creation stories, the beginning of human civilization was
traced to the time when a pregnant Skywoman fell to an island formed by the
shell of a giant turtle. Turtle ordered all the other animals to bring up mud
from the bottom of the water and place it on his back to form the land. When
Skywoman gave birth, her progeny spread out over the land formed on Tur-
tle’s back.

In another Native North American creation story, two turtles were
involved. The Earth was on the back of Great Turtle but the sky was dark.
Little Turtle was sent to the heavens to get some light. She proceeded to col-
lect lightning bolts that she formed into two balls. The large ball became the
sun, and the small ball became the moon.

In his summary of diamondback terrapin cultivation efforts, Coker sums
up a general feeling that people have about turtles. “It is little to wonder at
then, that mythologists and fabulists have thought to divine in the tortoise,
beneath a taciturn demeanor, inexpressive dome and inscrutable countenance,
a shrewd and super-animal intelligence, or even a sense of cosmic responsibil-
ity” (Coker, , p. ).

The finding of diamondback terrapin shell fragments in shaman medicine
kits indicates that in some Native American cultures the terrapin may have
had a special status. Shell fragments may have been sacred objects or may have
held magical powers. However, the relationship between diamondback terra-
pins and humans has not always been one in which respect and reverence for
turtles has led to the protection of this species. If we examine human interac-
tions with the diamondback terrapin we see that we are this turtle’s main
predator. In examining archeological sites along the Atlantic coast, it is evi-
dent that diamondback terrapins were plentiful when native peoples settled
these areas. It should be no surprise that this tasty turtle became part of the
diet. Examination of shell remains found in middens (great mounds of shells
and “kitchen” trash, covered by dirt) of the Piscatways of southern Maryland
indicates that in addition to clams, oysters, and other shellfish, natives hunted
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and harvested turtles, including the diamondback terrapin. Middens found
along the South Carolina and Georgia coasts also contained terrapin remains.

The Diamondback Terrapin’s Rise to Culinary Fame
The terrapin gets its name from Native American sources. In the s, it was
called “torope” by Virginia Algonqiuans, “turepe” by the Abenakis, and
“turpen” by the Delawares. Roughly translated, the name means edible or
good tasting turtle. When European colonists arrived and founded settle-
ments in Maryland and Virginia, the terrapin was found in abundance. In the
late s, Englishmen, led by Sir Walter Raleigh, who were exploring the
bounty of the New World in a region that is currently part of North Carolina,
described some of the bounty in this region of the country. Turtles and terra-
pins were specifically mentioned as a source of good meat, and their eggs were
also cataloged as a resource. Early settlers most likely learned to cook terra-
pin from the natives, who prepared them as they would other shellfish: buried
live in a bed of hot coals. When terrapin were abundant, large quantities of
them could be easily netted as they basked on the surface of warm shoals.
Some stories recount that they were so plentiful they were fed to pigs.

Terrapins, an inexpensive source of nourishment, were fed to servants and
slaves by landowners in the Chesapeake Bay region. This practice was appar-
ently the cause of a slave rebellion in the s. The slaves were fed so much
terrapin that they rose up to demand more diversity in their diet. In various
writings, there are references to a  Maryland statute that required land-
owners to limit the number of days they could feed terrapin to indentured ser-
vants, but Maryland officials have not been able to document such a law.

Many anecdotes and pictures attest to the former abundance of diamond-
back terrapins along the mid-Atlantic coast. There are reports of terrapins
being so numerous in North Carolina that they were an annoyance to fisher-
men. Terrapins would fill up fishing nets and make them so heavy that the
men could not draw them in, resulting in the loss of fish (Coker, ).

In colonial times, a wagon load of terrapins could be purchased for one
dollar. By the early s, food preparations made with the diamondback ter-
rapin assumed a higher culinary status, and terrapin soups and stews became
gourmet specialties. The fisheries status of the terrapin changed from annoy-
ance or by-catch to a valuable commodity. Subsequently, the price of terrapin
increased in a dramatic fashion. From $ a dozen in Galveston Bay or $ a
dozen in Maryland in the early s, some terrapin fisheries were able to
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demand over $ a dozen for their largest terrapins by the s. The devel-
opment of a full-scale terrapin industry can be traced to the Chesapeake Bay
region of Maryland. Watermen harvested terrapins and wholesalers collected
and shipped them to markets and restaurants. In general, terrapins were sold
by size with the largest specimens demanding the highest price. By the early
s, commercial grades and market prices for terrapins were as follows:

Counts: over  inches plastron length: $–/dozen
– inches plastron length: $–/dozen
– inches plastron length: $–/dozen
Half Counts: between – inches plastron length: $–/dozen
Bulls (males): $–/dozen (Coker, )

The method of fishing for terrapins was somewhat dependent on the sea-
son. In summer, when these turtles forage in creeks and marshes, men and
boys would wade in the shallows and catch them bare-handed or with hand-
held nets (fig..). Females would be captured when they left the waters to lay
their eggs. Dogs were trained to find them on land and to track them as they
returned to the water. Experienced “tarpinners,” as terrapin fishermen were
sometimes called, developed techniques to capture terrapins in cooler
weather, after they burrowed under the mud. Long poles were used to strike
or tap the muddy bottom layers of shallow creeks and marshes. The hearing
of a “thud” accompanied by resistance to the force exerted on the pole usually
signaled the presence of a buried terrapin. A more high-tech method for ter-
rapin capture utilized baited traps that were positioned to allow the terrapins
to come up to the surface to breathe, thus preventing their death by drown-
ing. Terrapin drags were also fashioned. These devices allowed watermen to
harvest terrapins from their boats by raking the mud and scooping up terra-
pins from the bottom layers. As the commercial and seasonal value of terra-
pins increased, Chesapeake watermen would catch terrapins during the
summer months and impound them in dark, cool storage areas so that they
could be sold for higher prices during the winter.

Terrapin soup appeared on the menus at upscale eating establishments,
hotels, and private clubs. Terrapin became the first course at meals served dur-
ing gala events. In , on behalf of a supporter of President Abraham Lin-
coln, Joseph E. Segar shipped “a package of  dozen terrapin—a favorite
luxury of my section of the country” to the White House for the President’s
enjoyment.

In , Schribner’s Monthly published an article on “Canvas-Back and Ter-
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rapin.” The article extolled the culinary virtues of the two species, provided
hunting and fishing tips, and described the economic importance of the
species around Chesapeake Bay (fig. .).

The gustatory fame of the “bird,” as the terrapin was sometimes called,



Fig. 5.2. Canvas-back and Terrapin; Dividing the Spoils. Courtesy of Cornell
University Library, Making of America Digital Collection. Cover of Scribners
Monthly; An Illustrated Magazine for the People, Vol. XV, No. , November,
.
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extended beyond the Chesapeake. The Princeton Press of January , ,
reported the opening of a new restaurant and the celebration of the birthday
of its proprietor: “Moses Schenck celebrated his birthday, the th, and the
opening of his new restaurant on Hulfish Street, on Wednesday evening, by
a Dinner party. The bill of fair [sic] was elaborate.” The meal began with tur-
tle soup and terrapin and was followed by such delicacies as roast turkey,
escalloped oysters, beef à la mode and cold tongue. “The party discussed the
Menu for two hours, decided that Mr. And (sic) Mrs. Schenck knew how to
keep a restaurant, and retired wishing them the best of luck in the manage-
ment of their business in its new location.”

By the mid s, the terrapin had been harvested for commercial use
from Chesapeake Bay, from Galveston Bay, and from fisheries in North Car-
olina. Smaller scale terrapin harvesting also occurred in Delaware, New 
Jersey, New York, Connecticut, and the Cape Cod area of Massachusetts. Ter-
rapins from Pleasant Bay on Cape Cod were packed in barrels and shipped to
markets in Boston and New York. An enterprising fisherman from Barnsta-
ble, Massachusetts, caught and sold terrapins from Barnstable Harbor. By the
s, terrapin was a featured item on the menus of the upscale restaurants in
large cities on the east coast, such as Delmonico’s in New York and Haussner’s
in Baltimore. The herpetologist Roger Conant referred to the terrapin as “the
most celebrated of American reptiles.” The terrapin undoubtedly earned this
epithet because of its palate-pleasing properties.

Not only was the terrapin a regional specialty, it was also exported to Paris,
Berlin, and even South America. For those of us who have never tasted terra-
pins or turtle soup, it might be difficult to imagine why they were such an
esteemed and sought after food. By all accounts, they were described as deli-
cious. Coker () wrote, “We may be sure indeed that the present preemi-
nent position of the diamond-back terrapin among costly meat foods is based
upon sincere gustatory discrimination and that its savory presence is
approached with no other sentiments than those which become the highest
gastronomic observance.” (p. ) Furthermore, “the diamond-back terrapin
must have an inherent flavor that is held to justify the price at which it is pur-
chased” (p. ).

There are differing opinions with respect to preparing terrapins for the
dinner table. A favorite Maryland recipe calls for placing a “count” (referring
to a terrapin that had a plastron of at least seven inches in length) alive on
its back in a stove, roasting it until the bottom shell could be easily detached,
removing the gall bladder and then adding a little butter, salt, and a glass of
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sherry or Madeira. The terrapin was subsequently eaten right out of the
shell.

Other recipes describe the preparation of terrapin soups and stews. All
such recipes called for a heavy dose of sweet wine. From The Household Cyclo-
pedia of General Information, published in , we have the following recipe
for terrapin:

Plunge them into boiling water until they are dead, take them out, pull
off the outer skin and toe nails, wash them in warm water and boil them
with a teaspoonful of salt to each middling sized terrapin till you can
pinch the flesh from off the bone of the leg, turn them out of the shell
into a dish, remove the sand-bag and gall, add the yolks of  eggs, cut up
your meat, season pretty high with equal parts of black and cayenne
pepper and salt. Put all into your saucepan with the liquor they have
given out in cutting up, but not a drop of water, add  ⁄ of a pound of
butter with a gill of Madeira to every  middle sized terrapins; simmer
gently until tender, closely covered, thicken with flour and serve hot.

A fancier version of terrapin stew can be found in Delmonico’s Recipes from
a Gilded Age, “A  Thanksgiving Terrapin, à la Gastronome From the
Table,” by Alessandro Filippini.

Take live terrapin, and blanch them in boiling water for two minutes.
Remove the skin from the feet, and put them back to cool with some
salt in the saucepan until they feel soft to the touch: then put them aside
to cool. Remove the carcass, cut it in medium-sized pieces, removing
the entrails, being careful not to break the gall-bag.

Put the pieces in a small saucepan, adding two teaspoonfuls of pep-
per, a little nutmeg, according to the quantity, a tablespoonful of salt,
and a glassful of Madeira wine. Cook for five minutes, and put it away
in the ice box for further use. Put in a saucepan one pint of Espagnole
sauce and a half pint of consommé. Add a good bouquet, one table-
spoonful of Parisian sauce, a very little red pepper, the same of nutmeg,
and half a glassful of Madeira wine. Boil for twenty minutes, being care-
ful to remove the fat, if any; add half a pint of terrapin and boil for ten
minutes longer. Then serve with six slices of lemon, always removing
the bouquet.

Terrapin soup was a favorite White House lunch course during the pres-
idency of William Howard Taft, a politician who enjoyed eating and had the
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waistline to prove it. The soup was also served during state dinners, when
Mrs. Taft would hire a cook to prepare it. Mrs. Taft paid the cook $. for
this special effort. The Taft White House recipe can be found in The Presi-
dent’s Cookbook (Cannon and Brooks, ).

Taft Terrapin Soup
Brown  pounds veal knuckle in just enough fat or shortening to pre-
vent burning. When it is a good crusty brown, add  sliced onions,  car-
rots, cut in half,  stalks celery halved,  cups tomatoes, preferably fresh,
 bay leaf,  ⁄ teaspoon marjoram,  ⁄ teaspoon thyme, salt and pepper
to taste and  quarts water. Simmer over low fire for approximately 
hours. At that time, cut the meat from one turtle into -inch cubes and
simmer it gently for  minutes in  cup sherry. Then strain the broth
from the veal mixture and add it to the turtle meat. Mince  hard-boiled
egg very fine and add to mixture. Simmer a few minutes and serve hot
with slices of lemon floating on top. (If you prefer a thicker soup, blend
in a little flour mixed with and equal amount of melted butter just
before serving.) Serves  to .

At the insistance of President Taft, champagne was always served with the
terrapin soup.

Of the seven subspecies, the northern diamondbacks were described as
the most flavorful. They were known in the trade as “Chesapeakes,” “Dela-
wares,” or “Delaware Bays,” and “Long Island Terrapins.” It was claimed that
merchants could distinguish terrapins from different regions and were partic-
ularly vigilant about preventing the less desirable southern terrapins from
being mixed in with their stock. However, it seems certain that southern ter-
rapins infiltrated the commercial market. As Chesapeake terrapins became
more difficult to find, wholesalers replenished their stocks with specimens
from North Carolina. They were often mixed with Chesapeakes when they
were shipped to northern markets. It is also certain that South Carolina ter-
rapins made their way into the market in the same manner and were sold as
Chesapeakes. Turtle meat was so popular that various freshwater species of
Graptemys and Pseudemys (map and painted turtles) were harvested to meet
the demand.

In the late s and early s, the economic importance of the terrapin
spurred efforts to cultivate this turtle and led to the development of terrapin
farming operations. Some of the earliest facilities were located in Charleston,
South Carolina, and in the Maryland towns of Crisfield and Lloyds. The
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farms were called pounds or crawls and consisted of a variety of empound-
ments or pens within which were various pseudo-natural areas containing
sandy ground above water, grassy areas, muddy tidal marsh, and muddy areas
covered by a few feet of water. These facilities were designed to answer several
important questions:

. Is present legislation for the protection of this form based on sat-
isfactory knowledge of the habits of the terrapin?

. Can anything further be done by either the State or National
Government toward checking the extermination of the terrapin?

. Is it practicable to breed and grow the terrapin as a private enter-
prise, as the Japanese do so successfully with their soft-shell snapping
turtle, Trionyx japonicus, Schlegel? (Coker, , p. )

Some scientists maintained that terrapin cultivation would be easier than
raising poultry. The U.S. Bureau of Fisheries expanded upon initial efforts to
farm-raise terrapins and asked for an appropriation from Congress to hire a
terrapin cultivator and set up a research and artificial propagation facility in
Beaufort, North Carolina. Pens were constructed and terrapins were reared
from eggs. The rationale for the setup of the empoundments was to provide a
number of separate areas that would substitute for natural environments.
Pounds contained areas for adults to feed, sandy spots for females to lay eggs
and separate spaces for young terrapins so they wouldn’t be trampled by the
adults. The spaces allowed about  square feet (. square meters) per adult
and . square feet (. square meters) for each young terrapin. The facil-
ity at Beaufort also contained a hothouse, a heated building where a portion
of the hatchlings were raised for their first years. Fencing around the pounds
was designed not only to prevent terrapins from escaping, but also to prevent
poaching. In a summary of terrapin cultivation techniques, Hildebrand and
Hatsel () warned, “It must be remembered, however, that so valuable and
easily marketed an animal as a diamond-back terrapin is a temptation that is
hard for a poacher to resist. It will be safest therefore to add a few strands of
barbed wire to the top of the inclosing walls and to enclose the pen by a
barbed-wire fence set back some  or  feet. The latter is particularly desir-
able, as it will not only make depredations difficult but will prevent inquisitive
visitors from approaching the pen” (p. ).

Some feared that cultivation would allow terrapins to become as common
as potatoes and that they would lose their epicurean status. The slow growth
of terrapins, the necessity to protect them from predators, and the need to
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provide large pens with suitable growth conditions made for a very labor-
intensive venture. Although the facility was hatching , to , eggs
per year, these attempts never achieved commercial success, even though the
early analysis of the Beaufort facility suggested that terrapins are easy to care
for, inexpensive to cultivate, and that one caretaker would be able to take
responsibility for , turtles. By , when multiple factors contributed to
the decline in the terrapin soup fad, the Beaufort facility was closed.

Although edible, other subspecies were not harvested as heavily as the
northern variety. The flesh of the Florida diamondback terrapin has been
described as “inferior” (Pope, ), but Texas terrapins were readily con-
sumed. In the mid s diamondback terrapins were abundant along the
coast of Texas. They were easy to net; many were caught and sold to local
seafood markets or purchased by hotels in Galveston and Houston.

During the heyday of the terrapin soup era, there were several initiatives
to hybridize farm-raised terrapins. In the herpetology classic Turtles of the
United States and Canada, Clifford H. Pope described unsuccessful efforts to
hybridize the large Texas diamondback from the Gulf of Mexico to improve
the flavor, and hence the market value, of the Texas turtle. The hybrids grew
slowly and matured later than the parent subspecies (Pope, ).

Although beginning to decline in popularity by the s, terrapin was
still featured at many gala dinner parties. Terrapin soup was the first course
served at the inaugural Academy Awards banquet in Hollywood in . This
course was followed by jumbo squab Perigaux, lobster Eugenia, L.A. salad,
and fruit supreme.

Terrapin dishes were not restricted to fancy restaurant fare. Terrapin also
made its way into the everyday household, as evidenced by the inclusion of
terrapin soup recipes in family cookbooks, such as the culinary classic Joy of
Cooking, first published in . Recipes for terrapin can also be found in the
 edition, in which the authors suggest that the diamondback terrapin is
the “choicest of all turtle meat.” The authors (Rombauer et al., ) described
the preparation of terrapin (not a routine kitchen task):

Sectioning it for cooking is an irksome job, even if you overcome the
worst of the opposition—as old hands are wont to do when working
with snappers—by instantly chopping off the head.

Before preparation, however, it is advisable to rid turtles of wastes
and pollutants. Put them in a deep open box, with well-secured screen-
ing on top; give them a dish of water; and feed them for a week or so on
 or  small handouts of ground meat. (p. )
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A detailed recipe was provided in which most of the turtle, including eggs,
if present, is incorporated into the dish (Rombauer et al., ). In the editions
of Joy of Cooking that are now generally available, there is no mention of tur-
tles or terrapins.

Curious about the inclusion of terrapin-based recipes in contemporary
cooking, I perused the cookbooks in my own collection. I found two recipes
for terrapin soup in one of my favorite cookbooks, Talk About Good!, first
published in  by the Junior League of Lafayette, Louisiana. In true Cre-
ole/ Cajun style, the standard recipe is modified by the addition of Tabasco
sauce. Most modern cookbooks have no mention of turtle preparation, or
terrapin recipes. These dishes have all but disappeared from popular Ameri-
can cuisine.

Eventually, the numbers of terrapins declined throughout their entire
range. Some local populations may have been entirely extirpated. After many
decades of over-harvesting, the diamondback terrapin was in short supply. By
the late s, Chesapeake watermen noticed the declining numbers, but the
high price of terrapin stimulated the continued harvest. It was not long before
terrapins became increasingly difficult to find, and by the early s, Coker
() remarked that “the majority of the diamond-back terrapins brought to
market are taken more or less by fishermen pursuing other manner of prey”
(p. ) and “there can be no danger of inadequacy of food supply for the small
remnant of terrapins that survives in the present day” (p. ).

On Long Island, New York, large holding pens were constructed to sup-
ply terrapins to New York City. By , local naturalists noted the decline of
terrapin in Long Island waters. Terrapin sightings were limited to those spec-
imens that were contained in chicken wire pens, awaiting a visit from a
wholesale dealer. By the mid s, Long Island terrapin were thought to be
extinct.

Accompanying the decline in the terrapin population, the popularity of
terrapin dishes began to wane. By the s, a combination of factors most
likely contributed to the shift away from terrapins as a high-status food item.
Prohibition made it difficult to have access to the “spiritual condiments” such
as wine that were needed for the preparation of terrapin soups and stews. The
decline in the terrapin fishery as a result of overharvesting and the enactment
of state regulations to protect the species made it more difficult for restaurants
to procure terrapin. Wartime rationing, the Great Depression and subsequent
changes in popular culture may have also been responsible for the decline in
the demand for terrapin as a food item. When families could no longer afford
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to hire servants and cooks, the labor-intensive preparations to make terrapin
soups and stews gave way to less expensive and more convenient dishes.

Some Gulf Coast fishermen began to consider the once exalted terrapin
to be a sign of bad luck. They called it the “wind turtle” and believed that cap-
turing one would cause ominous squalls and result in perilous voyages (Rud-
loe, ).

Commercial Harvest
Although terrapin has been out of favor as a popular U.S. dish for over fifty
years, there is still a demand for terrapin in ethnic markets. On a stroll through
New York City’s Chinatown on a February morning in , I saw several fish
markets displaying large plastic buckets filled with lethargic diamondback ter-
rapins. On a subsequent visit to New York City in early April, , I observed
a -gallon garbage pail full of females as well as smaller males in a Mott Street
fish market. I was unceremoniously escorted from the fish store when I took
out my camera and tried to photograph the captive turtles. From my vantage
point on the sidewalk, I noticed that the terrapins were sold off in less than
thirty minutes. These reptiles are presumably sold for home use. Terrapins are
also in demand in Asian markets because their shells can be used to predict the
future and guide major decisions. Chinatown restaurants have long served tra-
ditional dishes prepared with terrapin, but these dishes are not usually seen on
English versions of menus (Garber, ). It has been estimated that ,
terrapins are sold each summer in New York City, with single turtles sold by
the pound and retailing for more than $ each.

When I visited Chesapeake Bay in late April , I was witness to the
result of the spring season commercial harvest. I traveled east from Annapo-
lis, over the majestic Chesapeake Bay Bridge, to Kent Island on the Eastern
Shore. At the Horsehead Wetlands Center, Marguerite Whilden was tempo-
rary caretaker to more than a thousand terrapins. All but a dozen or so were
large females. Using money raised by private donors, Whilden had purchased
the terrapins from watermen for $. each to prevent their slaughter. Where
does one keep so many terrapins? They were everywhere. A garage was filled
with shedding pens, large rectangular bins where molting blue crab are kept
until they shed their hard shells and can be sold as “softshells.” The pens were
converted into terrapin holding tanks, and were very crowded (plate ).
Whilden checked on them every day and changed the water frequently. A
cottage on the site, ravaged by Hurricane Isabel in September , was tem-
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porary home to more terrapins. They were crawling all over the place and
heaping themselves into huge, rocklike mounds in the corners of the rooms.
It was not clear how many of the terrapins were specifically harvested and
how many were by-catch, caught in fyke nets by shad fishermen. The turtles
were packaged, twenty to a box, when Whilden loaded them into the back of
her Jeep and transported them to the center. As she carefully unpacked them,
it was apparent that some of them were in troubled health. Others were dead
or dying. Whilden’s intent was to tag and then release them when the official
season ended on May . The problem that she faced was that she did not
know the site of origin for these animals; they may have come from vastly dif-
ferent areas of the bay. All studies indicate that terrapins are a nonmigrating
species and remain in the same area year after year. It is not clear how
Whilden’s rescue efforts will impact local terrapin communities in the bay. For
now, these turtles will be released in areas where there is good feeding and
nesting habitat and little in the way of crab pots and other fishing gear that
can drown the turtles. Before their release, Whilden will attach small metal
tags to the carapace of each turtle so there is a potential to follow their distri-
bution over the coming years. She hopes that if the tagged terrapins are
caught by watermen or researchers, their recapture will be a source of valuable
information in the years ahead.

Some scientists have been critical of Whilden’s strategy of buying terra-
pins from wholesalers. They fear that her activities are increasing the market
demand for terrapins and will thus stir up the terrapin fishery. Some fear that
terrapins will be released into areas where they will not be able to survive. It
can also be problematic if they do survive because they may harbor pathogens
or have a different genetic background from the resident population. The
potential to alter the genetic structure of terrapins that have adapted to a par-
ticular region of the bay could be deleterious for a population.

Instead of buying and releasing terrapins, Whilden would prefer that the
entire terrapin fishery be banned or that a moratorium on commercial harvest
be mandated until a proper population assessment can be performed. She is
willing to raise private funds to compensate fishermen as well as wholesalers
for any profit they make in the terrapin fishery. She is promoting this idea and
is ready to implement such a program if it ever gains favor.

With new Asian markets for a variety of turtle species, the sleeping com-
mercial terrapin fishery may be waking up. For example, harvest records in
North Carolina indicate that  turtles were captured in . This number
rose dramatically to , turtles in . Although terrapins were not the
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most predominant species in the harvest, the high demand for turtles, com-
bined with additional pressures, does not bode well for the mid-Atlantic ter-
rapin population.

Natural Predators 


The many predators of diamondback terrapin eggs, hatchlings, and juveniles,
including ghost crabs, raccoons, eagles, gulls, and rats, described in chapter ,
can be expected to take a toll on diamondback terrapin colonies. Most likely,
there are also aquatic predators that fed on small terrapins. In the southern
part of their range, the American crocodile (Crocodylus acutus) and the Amer-
ican alligator (Alligator mississippiensis) have been known to munch on adults,
shells and all. Sharks may even find terrapins that venture into deeper waters.
These threats are not unique to Malaclemys terrapin. Extensive predation on
eggs, hatchlings, and juvenile turtles of many species is quite common. But
adult turtles are armored by carapace and plastron; aquatic turtles are excel-
lent swimmers. Thus, adults have few natural predators. There have been dra-
matic photos of adult diamondback terrapins clutched in the jaws of giant
alligators, and some reports of shells of smaller terrapins, mostly adult males
and some juveniles, in eagle nests in Florida Bay. Raccoons (Procyon lotor) are
the only significant nonhuman predators of adult diamondbacks throughout
their range.

Seigel (d) observed a raccoon attack on an adult female diamond-
back at the Merritt Island Wildlife Refuge. The female had apparently been
on a nesting run. The raccoon broke the turtle’s neck and was gutting the ter-
rapin through a hole where the hind leg had been severed. On closer inspec-
tion,  other freshly killed terrapins, mostly adult females, were found along
a . kilometer ( yard) stretch of dike road surrounding the lagoon. The
finding of old decomposed terrapin shells in the same area caused Seigel to
speculate that perhaps up to  percent of the adult females in the colony
were killed by raccoons from  to , clearly a significant dent in the
reproducing members of this population. Seigel attributed the predation to
an increase in the numbers of raccoons after the destruction of the salt marsh
by the mosquito control dikes that were built in  and the increased use of
the dike roads for nesting by terrapins. Both factors led to a situation in
which two species experienced increased contact as a result of alteration of
the habitat by humans. When Seigel revisited this study site ten years later,
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terrapins could not be found (Seigel, ), and in all likelihood the local
population has been extirpated.

Raccoon predation on adult diamondback terrapins was also frequently
observed in Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge when raccoons first appeared in the
refuge. There are gruesome accounts of eviscerated adult female diamondback
terrapins, caught by raccoons during attempts to lay eggs (Feinberg and
Burke, ). Curiously, raccoons in the refuge no longer prey on adult
females. They have learned to be patient and wait for the eggs. In this way,
raccoons expend much less energy to utilize a food source. An added bonus to
the raccoons is the constant supply of eggs if the females are not killed.

Raccoons remain a significant diamondback terrapin predator, but the
target for most raccoons is the nest. Many eggs and hatchlings are lost each
year to raccoons (plate ; fig. .). A detailed examination of this problem is
presented in chapter .


Occasionally, mollusks are found attached to diamondback terrapins (fig. .).
We can ask whether these epifauna are hitchhikers, causing no real harm to

the turtles, or predators,
inflicting damage and con-
tributing to the mortality of
individuals.

Barnacles and oysters can
attach to the shell of dia-
mondback terrapins much as
they do to rocks, shells,
cement and other hard sub-
strates. Although the mol-
lusks are seen on shells, the
occurrence is not universal,
nor very common. The first
documentation of so-called
“barnacle fouling” of dia-
mondback terrapins was a
report of a specimen col-
lected in  in Florida.
This terrapin, which died
shortly after capture, har-



    

Fig. 5.3. Oyster on rear portion of female terra-
pin carapace, Wellfleet, Massachusetts.
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bored seven oysters (Crassostrea virginica) of different sizes and two types of
barnacles, Chelonibia patula and Balanus improvisus, as well as the gastropod
Crepidulla plana, commonly known as the slipper shell ( Jackson and Ross,
; Ross and Jackson, ).

Perhaps mollusks are not commonly found on the shells of diamondback
terrapins because of periodic desiccation when terrapins bask at the water’s
surface. Perhaps a terrapin carapace or plastron is not the ideal substrate for
attachment of oyster and barnacle spat. Perhaps the terrapin that harbors the
mollusk will move in areas with wide thermal and salinity variation that mol-
lusks cannot tolerate. Perhaps the shedding of old keratin on scutes, a process
known as ecdysis, removes any molluscan larval forms that have recently
attached. Whatever the reason, fouling of terrapin shells by mollusks is an
occasional but not a very common occurrence. Even rarer than barnacles on a
terrapin carapace was a report of the bivalve Brachidondes exusttus growing
within a vacant barnacle shell on the carapace of a diamondback terrapin
( Jackson et al., ).

Attachment of barnacles and oysters to terrapin shells (carapace, plastron,
and bridge), as well as to skin on the head and limbs, can create a situation in
which the terrapin cannot properly move. Hydrodynamic drag, caused by shell
adhesions, can interfere with swimming. There was a report of a terrapin so
heavily encrusted with oysters on its rear carapacial scutes that it could only
swim vertically. The terrapin was otherwise healthy and caused one observer to
describe it as “the making for an oyster stew and turtle soup all at the same
time” (Allen and Neill, ). It is also possible that an infestation of mollusks
on the shells of terrapins can interfere with mating and copulation. A heavy
coating of barnacles or oysters on the plastron of the male or the carapace of
the female can inhibit successful reproduction.

Barnacles may be more than harmless hitchhikers or commensals (organ-
isms that live together without causing each other harm). In a central Florida
study conducted in the late s,  percent of the  terrapins examined
were infested with barnacles. Three species of barnacles were represented:
Balanus eburneus, Chelonibia manati, and Chelonibia testudinaria. Barnacles
were found most commonly on the carapace, but also on the plastron, bridge,
and, on rare occurrences, the head or limbs (Seigel, ). This type of extra
baggage may slow down terrapins and make them more susceptible to preda-
tors. In addition, barnacles may cause physical damage by eroding the shell
beneath the area of attachment.
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Natural Events: Unknown Causes
On Cape Cod, it is common to find several dead terrapins each spring. The
dead animals may represent those that have not survived the stress of hiber-
nation or have died from injuries or natural causes. The number of dead ter-
rapins rarely exceeds a dozen. The death of nearly  terrapins during the
winter of  remains unexplained. Washed atop the brown, stunted stalks
of Spartina patens, terrapin carcasses dotted the marsh. Nothing like this had
ever been seen. Examination of the carnage and assessment of relative decom-
position suggested that the deaths were most likely the result of a late autumn
event. The remains of terrapins, young, old, male, and female, yielded no clues
to explain their demise. Theories to account for the massive die-off include an
unknown terrapin parasite or disturbance of hibernacula by ice scouring,
movement of boat moorings or dragging on the bottom of creeks by shellfish-
ermen. There was no obvious damage to shells that would suggest physical
injury, and the decomposed bodies were not likely to yield information about
a bacterial, viral, or protozoan invader. Another possible explanation for these
mysterious deaths was drowning. Perhaps the terrapins drowned as they
sought calm shallows for hibernation and became caught under submerged
obstacles such as plastic netting and other types of gear used by local aquacul-
turists. Those who walk in the marsh adjacent to shellfish beds are very famil-
iar with the abandoned gear that washes off intertidal mud flats, particularly
during winter storms. I have removed truckloads of plastic nets and PVC
(polyvinyl chloride) pipe from marshes each spring. Quite a bit of it can still
be used, so I recycle it back to my friends who farm oysters and quahogs in
Wellfleet. Since the time of the massive terrapin kills, volunteers have been
organized to remove shellfish gear that washes into creeks within the marsh,
and there has not been another similar spike in terrapin mortality.

Hurricanes represent natural events that have the potential to impact ter-
rapin populations. Tidal surges and habitat alterations caused by hurricanes
do not seem to bother diamondback terrapins. In the few cases where hurri-
cane effects have been studied, there has been no significant decline or disper-
sal of terrapins (Gibbons et al., ; Miller, ). Even fragile terrapin eggs
and hatchlings in the nest can survive brief inundation by storm surges. While
walking along the banks of the Chesapeake during springtime in a terrapin
nesting area that had been under . meters ( feet) of water after Hurricane
Isabel the previous fall, Marge Whilden and I found a tiny hatchling that had
either overwintered in its nest or hibernated in the nesting area.
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Road Mortality
A curious method to conduct an inventory of species in a certain area when
there may not be enough personnel for conventional field studies is to use
road kill surveys. It was just such a survey in  that indicated that dia-
mondback terrapins inhabit Guana River State Park in Florida (Charest,
). A dead terrapin on one of the park roadways must mean that there are
terrapins in the park. Many species of turtles emerge as statistics in road kill
surveys, especially if the surveys are conducted during nesting season or dur-
ing times when hatchlings have emerged and are seeking water or cover. Ter-
rapins are among the species that are occasionally found beneath the wheels
of motor vehicles.

In southern New Jersey, the barrier beaches that once served as nesting
grounds for diamondback terrapins have been radically modified. Sand dunes
were leveled to accommodate the development of resort communities along
the coast. Although the marshes of Cape May are now protected from devel-
opment, the nearby waterways are heavily used, especially during the summer.

Commercial and recreational
uses include fishing, crab-
bing, swimming, boating,
and water/jet skiing. Female
terrapins emerge from these
busy waterways and are faced
with the challenge of finding
suitable substrate and loca-
tion to lay eggs. The only
accessible areas are primarily
on the unpaved shoulders of
roads and causeways. Since
, the Wetlands Institute
in Stone Harbor has em-
barked on a long-term re-
search and conservation
project to determine the
extent of the road kill prob-
lem and to devise measures to
prevent this type of mortality.

On a typical summer’s

   



Fig. 5.4. Turtle crossing sign on roadside tree
near nesting area in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.
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day or night during nesting season, diamondback terrapin fieldwork may con-
sist of monitoring a -kilometer (.-mile) stretch of pavement and scoop-
ing up road-killed females who were on a mission to deposit their eggs. From
the carnage, it is sometimes possible to carefully salvage eggs by dissecting
them from the dead female’s oviduct. The Wetlands Institute has set up an
exhibit in which the seasonal tally of road-killed females is prominently dis-
played. Despite signage that directs motorists to slow down for turtles, close
to  females per year are the victims of automobile accidents. From  to
, , terrapin road kills were reported (Wood and Herlands, ). Dia-
mondback terrapins have been killed on roadways throughout their range, but
the problem remains chronic and extensive in New Jersey.

I have found diamondback terrapins killed even on dirt roads where
homeowners are very alert to the possibility of a wandering female during
nesting season. The terrapins are sometimes very difficult to see, especially
when they are not moving, because they are often covered with sand and
blend in with the roadway. Many of them actually select the sand road for
their nesting site. Despite signs that alert motorists to a turtle crossing (fig.
.), tourists, utility companies, and delivery vehicles may not be aware of
nesting terrapins and may not be looking out for them. When a tire-track nest
appears to be doomed, it can be relocated to safer territory nearby. Due to the
nature of hatchling development, we must always take care to preserve the
depth and solar exposure of the nest and the orientation of the eggs during
the relocation process.

If a female is struck by a car but is still alive, prompt veterinary care may
save her life and allow her to reproduce for years to come. If internal organs
are not damaged, her shell can be wired or fiberglassed until it heals (fig. .).
Recovery may take a year or more, so it is common to keep the female in cap-
tivity until she has recovered.

By-Catch
The tasty blue crab, Callinectus sapidus, shares much of the range of diamond-
back terrapins. Although the diamondback is no longer a popular food item,
the blue crab still commands a large commercial and recreational fishery. Crab
traps, or pots as they are commonly called, are large metal wire boxes that are
fitted with entrance holes on more than one side. The typical Maryland-
design crab traps are  inches by  inches ( centimeters by  centimeters)
and  inches ( centimeters) deep. They have entrance funnels,  to  cen-
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timeters (. to . inches) wide, at the base of each side. The pots are fixed
with bait to attract the crabs. Mullet are commonly used as bait in the South;
menhaden, commonly called “bunker,” are popular bait in the North. When
crabs enter the traps, they are unable to leave. The design is ideal for catching
crabs, and the pots can be placed in the water and checked as often as needed
or as often as required by permit or license. Unfortunately, the pots also attract
diamondback terrapins, some of which may be attracted by the bait, and oth-
ers make their way into unbaited traps. Depending on the size of the open-
ings, terrapins will be able to enter the pots but may not be able to navigate an
exit. If pots are not checked frequently enough, terrapins will drown.

The incidence of terrapin by-catch in some locations may follow seasonal
trends. For example, terrapin capture in pots in South Carolina is highest in
April and May and may be associated with post-hibernation foraging and
mating activity in the areas around subtidal mudflats (Bishop, ). In a 
to  study in Charleston County, South Carolina, Bishop () employed
various types of crab pots to assess the extent of terrapin by-catch by the local
commercial crabbing industry. Over a three-year period,  diamondback
terrapins were caught in the traps, with an average ratio of males to females of
.:. Large females were restricted from the pots due to the size of the trap
entrance holes. A mortality of  percent was observed when the pots were
checked every day. When Bishop extrapolated his data to the possible num-
ber of terrapin by-catch, he used the number of commercial crabbers () and
the average number of pots that were fished by each crabber and estimated
that , terrapins may be caught per day with a daily mortality of . This
translates into a mean daily terrapin by-catch of . per baited crab pot dur-
ing April and May. Although some of the mortality appeared to be due to
predation of the trapped terrapins by blue crabs, most deaths were from
drowning. When the study was completed in the s it was thought that the
level of by-catch would not have a significant impact on the Charleston ter-
rapin population. Now that we are more aware of the local population num-
bers and age structure, it seems that even these low rates of by-catch can be
tremendously harmful to local terrapin clusters. Based on the number of per-
mits issued, it can be estimated that over , commercial and ,
recreational crab pots are fished annually in South Carolina.

South Carolina is not the only state where crabs and terrapins are in
potential conflict. The blue crab fishery has tremendous economic impact on
the entire mid-Atlantic and Gulf regions. Data gathered in New Jersey by
Roger Wood and Roz Herlands () is troubling for terrapins. Using  as
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a “typical” example, , licensed commercial crab traps were used along the
New Jersey coast. In addition, , recreational licenses were issued and each
recreational crabber was allowed to fish two pots. In areas in which terrapin
are abundant, field experiments indicated that about . terrapins are caught
per  traps per day. Of the terrapins that end up in the crab traps, one-third
of them drown. A quick calculation revealed that during a season in which
there are five months of active crabbing,

, traps x (. terrapins/ traps) = , terrapins.
, terrapins caught x / drown = , terrapins drowned/day
 months of active crabbing ( days) , terrapins drowned (per day)
= , drowned terrapins. (Wood and Herlands, , p. )

Even if only a fraction of the traps are placed in waters where terrapins are
abundant and likely to enter them, a significant impact on the population may
be predicted.

Commercial-type crab traps are so effective in catching terrapins that they
have been used as tools by researchers to determine terrapin abundance and
distribution. But a crab trap is not the only device that can inadvertently catch
a terrapin. Along the Texas coast, terrapins can be accidentally snared in
shrimp trawls, and in Chesapeake Bay, terrapins are found drowned in eel
pots.

Although commercial crabbing is a serious threat to diamondback terra-
pins, we cannot overlook the contribution of recreational crabbers to acciden-
tal terrapin mortality. In a South Carolina creek, near Kiawah Island, a
well-characterized population of diamondback terrapins was used as a baseline
to study the impact of recreational crab pots on local terrapins. In a population
of  to  terrapins, nineteen individuals were caught in recreational pots
during  crab pot-days (the number of pots x the number of days). The pots
caught mature males and immature females. The number of terrapins that
were caught during the time period of the study represented  to  percent
of the total creek population (Hoyle and Gibbons, ). It is not difficult to
see how recreational crabbing can have a severe impact on local terrapin pop-
ulations.

Crabbing may take a differential toll on terrapins depending on whether
pots are set in deep water or in more shallow creeks and channels, close to
shore. Roosenburg et al. () showed that different age classes and different
sexes of terrapins may utilize different habitats. In certain Chesapeake Bay
locations, adult females are commonly found in deeper waters, while adult
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males and juveniles of both sexes forage closer to shore. Depending on place-
ment of crab pots, different segments of the terrapin population may be more
susceptible to crab pot mortality.

In the Patuxent River, Roosenburg et al. () estimated terrapin by-
catch rates of . terrapins per pot per day in shallow water with a : male
bias. Due to sexual size dimorphism, larger, mature females were immune
from capture because they can’t fit into the crab pot openings. In contrast,
mature males are at risk for their entire lifetime. With a good population
study as a baseline, it was estimated that crab pots could eliminate  to  per-
cent of the local population within a year. Even if the lower estimate proves
more accurate, the eventual effect on the population would be devastating and
would cause extirpation within a few years. From a conservation perspective,
one of the more disturbing aspects of this study, as well as the study by Hoyle
and Gibbons () described earlier, is that sometimes recreational crabbers
may have much more of an impact on terrapin populations than the commer-
cial crab fishery. Recreational crabbers usually set their pots in shallower
water, precisely where males and juveniles are found.

The longer the crab pots are unattended, the greater is the possibility of
death by drowning. When crabbers take a day off from checking their gear,
the likelihood that they will find dead terrapins increases. Pots that become
abandoned or lost are also a serious problem. These lost pots, known as ghost
pots, may have become loosened from their original location and are no
longer monitored. Sometimes they are simply abandoned or forgotten by
vacationers. The pots may shift in location due to tides, currents, and wave
action. The ones that wash into shallow creeks are more likely to catch terra-
pins than those in deeper, open water.

Terrapins sometimes play “follow the leader” when it comes to crab pots.
It has been observed that after one terrapin enters a pot, others are sure to fol-
low. When terrapins are caught in unbaited pots, they are not usually alone.
Mixed-sex captures are common. Perhaps when males are in pursuit of a
female and she enters a crab pot, the males will follow her. This type of activ-
ity contributes to the demise of the reproducing members of the population.

To assess the impact of crab pot design on terrapin mortality in New Jer-
sey waters, Roger Wood conducted a study in which several types of crab pots
were employed. In New Jersey and points north, crab pots are called crab
traps. He compared crab and terrapin capture in floating traps to that of
unmodified traps that routinely catch blue crabs, spider crabs, conchs, and
fish, as well as adult male and subadult female terrapins. The floating traps
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were designed so that Styrofoam floats would keep he upper section of the
trap above water, providing a breathing space for terrapins. Unfortunately, the
floating traps were not very effective in catching crabs so it was not feasible to
promote their use as a terrapin conservation strategy.

In , Wood designed the first prototype device that could be placed on
the entrance funnel to crab traps and had the potential to prevent terrapins
from moving into them. Wood’s goal was to reduce the aperture size so that it
would be too small for most diamondback terrapins but remain large enough
to catch crabs. The device was called a by-catch reduction apparatus, but the
acronym, BRA, did not become very popular. Such devices are now called
TEDs, Terrapin (or turtle) excluder devices, or BRDs, by-catch reduction
devices (fig. .).

Wood and his colleagues engineered several types of TEDs, ranging from
simple horizontal wires across the entrance funnels to rectangular wire or plas-
tic frames of various sizes. The first TED prototype was not effective in field
trials. Terrapins of all sizes made their way into the traps. A second design fea-
tured a  x  centimeters ( x  inches) rectangular frame, constructed from

wire coat hanger and attached to
the funnel entrance. The design
was promising; it did not reduce
crab capture but was somewhat
effective in decreasing terrapin
capture. Only males and juvenile
terrapins were able to enter the
traps. Large females were
excluded. When the rectangular
device was made a bit smaller and
was reduced to  x  centimeters
(. x . inches), all terrapins
were excluded but crab captures
decreased considerably. Clearly,
this design would not be used by
crabbers. Wood’s group tested
various size modifications of the
basic rectangular design, always
keeping in mind that if crabbers
were to be convinced to use the
excluders, crab catch could not



    

Fig. 5.5. Sample TEDs/BRDs supplied by
Roger Wood.
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diminish. After considerable testing, the  x  centimeters ( x  inches) design
was shown to be the most effective, even though some males and juvenile ter-
rapins were still caught. Wood’s group was encouraged by the fact that when
the excluders were used, no reproductive-age females were being removed
from the population by drowning in the traps. An added bonus of Wood’s two-
year study was that traps with excluders caught , market-size crabs, while
the same number of unmodified traps, fished in the same locations, caught
only , market-size crabs. The use of excluders netted an  percent
increase in crab catch! When Wood continued the study for an additional sea-
son, traps fitted with excluders caught almost  percent more crabs than con-
trol traps (, versus ,) (Wood, ). It seems curious that traps with
excluders will yield more market-size crabs.

Roosenburg et al. () prototyped a crab pot design for use in shallow
water. The pot is anchored to the substrate, and the design allows for an air
space that prevents terrapins from drowning. The design would work well in
areas that are not subjected to large tidal variations. The trial study showed no
difference in the modified versus regular crab pots in their ability to catch the
most commercially valuable crabs. Thus, using the alternative traps would not
compromise the catch of recreational crabbers. However, commercial crabbers
often fish in deeper water than the design allows.

Wood’s New Jersey study was not the only one that showed that
TED/BRDs may actually increase revenue for crabbers. A similar TED/BRD
study was conducted in Maryland. BRD designs were tested near the Patuxent
River terrapin colony. The overarching purpose was to “balance the economic
concerns of equipment cost, economic efficiency, revenue loss and the envi-
ronmental concerns of diversity, sustainability and conservation” (Roosenburg
and Green, ). When BRDs were used, researchers looked not only at the
ability to exclude terrapins but also at the number, sizes, and types of crabs
that were captured after employing various types of BRDs on crab pots. The
. x  centimeters (. x . inches) BRD was the most effective without
impacting the crab catch, reducing terrapin by-catch by  percent (Roosen-
burg and Green, ).

In Louisiana, crab pots also have the potential to take a bite out of terra-
pin populations. A field trial, conducted by Guillory and Prejean () from
the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, tested the  x  cen-
timeters ( x  inches) TED designed by Roger Wood in three locations in the
Terrebonne/Timbalier Bay estuary in Laforche and Terrebonne Parishes: Bay
Blanc, Pointe au Chien Wildlife Management Area, and Bayou Blue. Their
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traps consisted of vinyl-coated wire mesh, . centimeters ( inches) wide
and deep and . centimeters (. inches) high, with three entrance funnels.
The total yield for control and TED-outfitted traps was ,  blue crabs.
Although no terrapins were caught during the study, there was a curious find-
ing: more crabs were caught in traps with TEDs than in control traps. This was
true for legal-size as well as smaller crabs.

For Joe Butler and George Heinrich’s study of BRDs in eight Florida
counties, a  x . centimeters (. x . inches) device was employed. Field
trials indicated that when pots with this design are compared to control pots,
there is no difference in the number of crabs caught, the number of legal-size
crabs caught, the size of crabs, or the ratio of male to female crabs. In assess-
ing whether the devices decrease terrapin mortality, it was found that thirty-
seven terrapins were caught in control pots, while only four were caught in
traps fitted with BRDs (Butler and Heinrich, ).

From the TED/BRD studies that have been conducted in New Jersey,
Maryland, northern Florida, and Louisiana, it seems clear that certain devices
designed to prevent terrapin capture and drowning will not be a negative eco-
nomic incentive for crabbers. At least the same numbers of crabs (sometimes
more) are caught in pots outfitted with simple devices that prevent the entry
of many terrapins. The devices most likely decrease the ability of crabs to leave
the pots and would thus provide a bonus to crabbers. Because they are inex-
pensive, their installation would not be an economic burden for crabbers.

Although crab pots fitted with BRDs/TEDs decrease terrapin by-catch,
some terrapins are still able to enter and become trapped. The vulnerable
group consists of males and smaller terrapins of both sexes. The long-term
effect of this skewed mortality may be a shift in the age and sex ratio in the
populations. The terrapins that are not crab by-catch victims will be all the
older, larger females.

Pollution 
 

Jamaica Bay, New York, has historically been one of the least pristine brack-
ish water habits a terrapin could love. Surrounded by New York City landfills,
shadowed by jumbo jets making their way to and from John F. Kennedy
International airport, the area is not fit for swimming, and anglers might be
considered foolhardy if they ate their catch. The fact that terrapins are abun-
dant in Jamaica Bay defies explanation. Estuaries, marshes, lagoons, and other
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diamondback terrapin habitats such as Jamaica Bay are waterways that have
the potential to collect chemical and microbial pollutants. Materials gener-
ated by natural biogeochemical cycles, agricultural and surface runoff, indus-
trial waste, partially treated urban wastewater, and deposited airborne
pollutants from industry and automobiles are all potential sources of toxic
products. Yet diamondback terrapins have prospered in some of the most pol-
luted waters on the Eastern Seaboard.

Pollution is sometimes difficult to trace. Although some pollutants are
generated from point sources such as industry, dredge spoil and sewage, other
sources are less clear. Pollutants may collect as a result of runoff from lawns
and golf courses, dumps and roadways. A few studies have been conducted to
assess the extent of exposure of diamondback terrapins to environmental pol-
lutants and the ability of terrapins to accumulate pollutants in their tissues.
The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) has summarized reports about the levels
of organochlorine pesticides, trace elements, and radioisotopes in tissues of
diamondback terrapins from studies conducted in Georgia, New Jersey, and
Florida and posted the findings on its web site (http://www.pwrc.usgs.gov/
bioeco/terrapin.htm). In the few studies represented by the data, most pollu-
tant levels in terrapin tissues were not remarkable and there were no apparent
effects on the health of terrapins in the populations that were sampled. These
observations must be carefully interpreted because no data were available on
terrapin population status or health of individuals prior to their exposure to
the toxic compounds that were used at or near terrapin habitats. In order to
accurately assess the ecotoxological effects of specific compounds on dia-
mondback terrapins, it is important that data be available about preexposure
status of the populations.

As carnivores, adult terrapins sit at the higher trophic levels of the marsh
food web. Shore birds that consume fish are also situated at the top of the
marsh food web and have often been known to bioconcentrate pollutants
such as mercury, found in fish tissue. Like some other contaminants, mercury
makes its way into sediments, where microbes convert inorganic mercury to
organic forms such as methylmercury, more easily taken up into animal tis-
sues. When pollutants like mercury are subject to improper disposal and
make their way into the marsh system, it is expected that birds as well as ter-
rapins will be victims of bioaccumulation and thus will have high levels of
the compounds in their tissues. Thus techniques are being developed to
assess mercury biohazards using terrapins, along with birds, as top marsh
consumers.
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In a study conducted in Georgia near a superfund site contaminated with
Arochlor , a polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) mixture used as a machinery
lubricant, levels of the contaminant were lower in terrapin tissues than
expected. It was lucky for the terrapins in this case that the pollutant appeared
to have lower membrane permeability than expected and did not get into the
animal’s system as readily as predicted (Kannan et al., ).

 
In the case of heavy metals, a single study of terrapins in Barnegat Bay, New
Jersey, measured lead, mercury, cadmium, chromium, manganese, arsenic, and
selenium. Metal levels in muscle were lower than the limit imposed for com-
mercial fisheries. However, analysis of tissues from eleven adult females indi-
cated that most of the metals accumulated at higher levels in liver than muscle
and that all metals were transferred to some extent from females to their eggs.
A similar observation has been noted for freshwater and marine turtles. It was
concluded from the study that metal accumulation in muscle would not be
high enough to cause toxicity to anyone who consumed terrapin meat but
could be problematic for consumers or scavengers who ate the liver of these
turtles (Burger, ).

 
Heavy metals may not represent the most serious current environmental pol-
lutant that can harm diamondback terrapin populations. A more sporadic
but very detrimental environmental impact may be caused by oil spills.
Although major oil spills are dramatic and well publicized, they may not rep-
resent the bulk of oil contamination in coastal waters, much of which origi-
nates from routine industrial operations, seepage from production sites,
industrial waste, and recreational boating. Much of this oil finds its way into
our estuaries, where it is less likely to be dispersed by wave action and where
it will quietly collect on the surface waters and beaches of coves and embay-
ments. Many nonmigrating saltmarsh organisms and, in particular, sessile
ones such as clams, mussels, and oysters are particularly vulnerable. When it
comes to oil spills, diamondback terrapins are not lucky turtles. The most
serious oil spills in the United States have occurred in terrapin territory,
including the Florida spill in  in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, the
Bouchard  spill in , also in Buzzards Bay, and the Exxon Refinery Spill
in  in Arthur Kill, New Jersey, all of which leaked number  fuel oil into
coastal waters.
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In the st-Century, there already have been two dramatic oil spills that
have contaminated terrapin habitats. On April , , an oil pipeline that ran
 feet under the marsh at the mouth of Swanson’s Creek, Maryland, cracked
and began to leak fuel oil. The pipeline was used by the Potomac Electric and
Power Company (PEPCO) and provided fuel for the Chalk Point Power Plant.
An estimated , gallons of oil seeped into the marsh. Initial attempts to
contain the oil with floating barriers were thwarted by a storm, resulting in
the contamination of  miles of Patuxent River shoreline.

There were more than twenty-five scientific studies to assess the impact
of the Chalk Point spill on the Chesapeake Bay ecosystem. A few of the stud-
ies were specifically geared to assess diamondback terrapin survival and the
impact on reproduction of the species. After reviewing the studies, the Mary-
land Department of Natural Resources assessed the damage as follows:

•  Acres of wetlands had been contaminated with oil.
•  Acres of beaches had been oiled.
• + Ruddy ducks and other birds had been killed.
•  Diamondback terrapins had been killed, and the future reproduction

of this species had been reduced by  percent for the year following the
spill.

•  Muskrats had died.
• ,+ Pounds of fish and shellfish had been killed.
• ,+ Pounds of creatures from benthic communities (the ecosystems on

the bottom of the river) had been killed or reduced.

Aside from the toll on the ecosystem, the oil spill also had an effect on
private property and the local economy; it also reduced boating, swimming,
fishing, commercial, and recreational activities. The response to the spill by
state and federal agencies, as well as by PEPCO, prevented wider ranging dis-
aster. A large cleanup and restoration plan, costing millions of dollars, was put
into place. The creation of six acres of tidal marsh next to Washington Creek
and a one-acre beach habitat for diamondback terrapin nesting was also pro-
posed.

Buzzards Bay is a busy shipping route for small tankers and barges that
bring much needed heating oil to Boston and northern New England. It is
estimated that . billion gallons of oil transit through Buzzards Bay and the
Cape Cod Canal each year. Some of the oil does not make it to its final des-
tination. Occasionally, a bit of it ends up in the bay. Grounded oil barges are
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the source of most of the oil, although in  the oil leaked from a ruptured
fuel tank of the Queen Elizabeth II cruise ship. Three years after the Chalk
Point, Maryland, oil spill, the Bouchard Number  oil barge apparently
deviated from the normal shipping lane and ran aground on Hen and Chicks
Reef in Buzzards Bay. The barge may have trailed oil for  miles before being
noticed by a tugboat captain. The slick was about  miles long and  miles
wide and was partially dispersed by winds and seas. It was initially estimated
that , gallons of number  fuel oil had spilled, but the figure was
increased to , gallons in the days following the leak, and some Coast
Guard reports put the level at about , gallons. This represented the
largest oil spill in the area in thirty-five years. Despite the rapid action of
emergency cleanup crews, and the placement of containment booms around
the slick, over  miles of shoreline were contaminated. The Massachusetts
towns that were affected included Bourne, Dartmouth, Fairhaven, Falmouth,
Gosnold, Marion, Mattapoisett, New Bedford, Wareham, and Westport.
Some of the neighboring Rhode Island coast was also oiled. Shellfish beds
and fishing areas were closed. The most dramatic mortality of the spill was
seen in the bird populations: There were casualties among twenty-nine
species. On November , , Bouchard Transportation Company agreed
to pay a criminal settlement for the catastrophic oil spill caused by one of its
barges. The settlement represented a plea bargain: Bouchard admitted guilt
for the killing of birds in Buzzards Bay as a consequence of the spill.
Although Bouchard has agreed to pay $ million, actual long-term cleanup
costs are projected to be ten times higher.

Buzzards Bay is historic habitat for diamondback terrapins but they had
not been seen in the area for many decades. When a tiny turtle hatchling
wandered into the Schaffer Oceanography Laboratory at Tabor Academy in
Marion, Massachusetts, teacher Sue Nourse became intrigued. When Nourse
found out it was a diamondback terrapin, she began to investigate whether
the hatchling was an escaped pet or if terrapins were in the waters off Tabor’s
campus. When she discovered some depredated nests and had occasion to
spot some terrapin heads in Sippican Harbor, she was able to confirm the
presence of diamondback terrapins in the upper northwest reaches of Buz-
zards Bay. Since the population status of these terrapins is not known, the
impact of the Bouchard  oil spill and other earlier spills on the Buzzards
Bay terrapin population may never be revealed.
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Microbes
Microbes such as bacteria are present everywhere in the biospere. However,
there are certain microbes that are typically found in the digestive tract of
humans and other warm-blooded animals. These bacteria, which include
Escherichia coli and Salmonella species, are referred to as coliforms, and certain
species (fecal coliforms) are excreted by animals. Levels of fecal coliforms are
used as indicators of water purity, and these microbes are monitored to deter-
mine whether we can drink the water (potable water quality), whether we can
swim in the water (recreational water quality), and suitability of water for eat-
ing fish and harvesting filter feeders such as clams, oysters and scallops.
Waters are closed when fecal coliforms reach a certain threshold, which varies
depending on the intended use of the waterway.

In addition to human waste, fecal coliforms that are found in estuaries,
marshes and other coastal habitats may originate from nearby farms that raise
cows, pigs, or chickens. Waterfowl represent another major source of these
bacteria and in some locations may contribute most of the load of fecal
microbes in a habitat. There have been some attempts to culture fecal col-
iforms from diamondback terrapins. Cloacal and fecal sampling of terrapins
has been conducted in Duval County, Florida. Coliforms were found in 
percent of the fecal samples and in  percent of cloacal swabs. Microbes that
were found include E. coli, Citrobacter freundii, Klebsiella pneumoniae, and
Enterobacter cloacae. The levels of the microbes were lower than those that are
expected for birds and mammals. In the same habitat where the diamondback
terrapins were captured, fecal coliform levels in the water were within stan-
dards for water quality (Harwood et al., ). It is not clear how or if dia-
mondback terrapins are contributing to the coliform levels found in the
habitat. This bit of information may be important to know, since many of the
terrapin habitats are also recreational and/or commercial shellfishing grounds.
It is also not clear whether the terrapins are the primary source of their own
coliforms or whether the turtles have been colonized by these microbes as a
result of their introduction into the marshes by humans, birds, or other ani-
mals. So the question remains: Are fecal coliforms a threat to diamondback
terrapins, or are terrapins contributing a significant amount of fecal coliforms
to marshes and estuaries?
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Phytoplankton and Macroalgae
We do not typically think of microscopic algae or seaweed as harmful organ-
isms, and for the most part this is a valid assessment. However, there are cir-
cumstances when the tiniest of algae can be deadly. The health of a marsh or
estuarine ecosystem can be jeopardized in short-lived periods when harmful
algae grow in abundance and produce toxins that are poisonous for fish, other
animals, and even humans. Harmful algal blooms have been responsible for
mass kills of wild and farm-raised fish, shellfish, and sea birds. In humans,
their toxins my produce diarrhea, paralysis, neurotoxicity, and memory loss.
Although most pigmented algae do not produce toxins, a few species are
responsible for toxic “red tides.”

The algae and their toxins concentrate in mollusks such as clams and oys-
ters, which filter the deadly brew and then pass it up the food chain. The
impact of harmful algal blooms on diamondback terrapins has not been
reported, but as terrapins are mollusk eaters, there is a potential for the algal
toxins to affect the health of the population. This is particularly troubling
because the incidence of harmful algal blooms is on the rise. The cause of the
blooms is also a mystery, although currents and global climate change have
been implicated. Some researchers think that human activities may be respon-
sible. For example, availability of nitrogen and phosphorus normally limits
growth of phytoplankton. Pollution of coastal waters by nitrogen- and phos-
phorus-containing compounds as a result of agriculture, industry, or even
lawn maintenance may cause an increased growth of the troubling organisms
or trigger the production of their toxins.

A more long-term algal problem is the growth of large mats of seaweed,
macroalgal blooms, a phenomenon that has also been increasing. Coastal
development with resulting runoff has been identified as one source of the
problem. The large mats of seaweed choke out sea grass beds that serve as
nurseries for fish and may also be foraging grounds for diamondback terra-
pins. While tracking down the origin of a report in which terrapins were spot-
ted in Mashpee on Cape Cod, I arrived at Waquoit Bay, only to find that this
watershed, part of the National Marine Estuarine System, had been almost
completely deprived of sea grass as a result of enormous growth of macroal-
gal mats. Although some of the upland areas looked ideal for diamondback
terrapin nesting, the health of the bay and adjoining marshes had been
severely compromised. I did not see any signs of diamondback terrapins and
remain dubious that they could remain in such a degraded habitat.
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Habitat Degradation
Coastal areas have traditionally drawn settlers and have been hot spots for
development. Humans have left their mark on all vistas of these varied
ecosystems and have changed the ecological dynamics within salt marshes.
Many terrapin habitats have become permanently fragmented, a condition
that will further limit the already low levels of movement that terrapins dis-
play. Bulldozing dunes around coastal marshes to provide better water views
is a blatant assault on terrapin nesting habitat. Other, smaller scale alterations
of habitat occur when dune buggies and off-road vehicles (ORVs) compact
sand, destroy vegetation, and disrupt the activities of animals. Some of the
same perturbations occur on an even smaller scale as a result of foot traffic due
to nature lovers, birders, hikers, and even researchers.

It may well be the alteration of the salt marshes in Merritt Island,
Florida, that was responsible for the extirpation of diamondback terrapins by
. In the late s, the Merritt Island terrapin population was studied by
Seigel (a, b, c, d). Although the population status could not
be ascertained, adult terrapins were found in the marshes, and females were
observed to nest along a dike road that was constructed in the s. Over the
years, much of the natural salt marsh was eliminated near the Merritt Island
Wildlife Refuge. When Seigel revisited the area in , there were no terra-
pins to be found (Seigel, ).

Human activities have greatly changed the number and extent of salt
marshes all along the geographical range of diamondback terrapins. In some
cases, wetlands have been filled; in other instances, the flow of water, the crit-
ical circulatory system of the marsh, has been altered. During colonial times,
Spartina patens, salt-marsh hay, became a valuable commodity. Salt marshes
were used as grazing areas, and salt-marsh hay was harvested for winter feed-
ing of livestock. The hay was also used to stuff mattresses and as a material for
insulation. Marshes were partially drained to promote the growth of Spartina
patens, which prefers the drier regions of the marsh.

A greater impact on coastal marshes was inflicted by sometimes mis-
guided attempts at mosquito control. Initially, many waterways were drained
to prevent breeding of mosquitoes that could potentially transmit disease such
as malaria. Tidal marshes were altered by filling or ditching. The ditches were
narrow channels that promoted the flow of water out of the spongy marsh.
The marsh substrate that was removed during ditching operations became an
important source of fertilizer. Some of these ditches can still be seen in aerial
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photographs as dramatic grids across the face of coastal marshes. These
efforts, which became public works projects, were also deemed important
because they provided federal and state employment during the post-World
War I era and the Great Depression.

When chlorinated pesticides such as dichlorodiphenyltrichlorethane
(DDT) became available, they became a preferred component of mosquito
control programs because they could be sprayed from airplanes. After malaria-
carrying mosquitoes were “controlled” and coastal communities began to
develop as resort areas, officials continued to ditch and drain marshes with the
goal of taking aim at nuisance mosquitoes that made life miserable for inhab-
itants and vacationers during certain times of the year.

Along some shorelines, millponds were constructed by installing tide
gates that retained water brought in on the high tide. Water was then let out
through a narrow opening in which a waterwheel was mounted. The energy
brought about by restriction of tidal flow was used to power the mills. In other
areas, dikes were built to control or restrict tidal flow. The impairment in tidal
action also caused salt marshes to be under water for prolonged periods, thus
killing off much of the salt-marsh vegetation that only thrives with periodic
drainage. Introduction of fresh water to formerly brackish areas diluted the
salt content and thus “freshened” the water, promoting the growth of fresh-
water grasses and plants such as the invasive marsh reed Phragmites australis.
Marshes in South Carolina were circled with earthen barriers, known as
dikes. By restricting tidal flow, the dikes created impoundments that were first
used for rice culture and later maintained to attract waterfowl.

Salt marshes were considered to be nuisance areas, and thus many were
filled to convert the land to more usable form. The fill was obtained from
dredging projects that created navigation channels or deepened harbors.
Some fill was composed basically of garbage and waste material. With
marshes filled in, increased land for agriculture became available. Roadways
could be built, train tracks could be laid, and development could proceed. The
little tidal flow that remained was channeled into culverts or pipes that ran
under roads or tracks. Much of Boston’s upscale Back Bay neighborhood was
a salt marsh near the mouth of the Charles River. When tidal flow was
restricted by the Mill Dam and authorities considered the area to be a health
hazard, the marsh was filled. Downtown Providence, Rhode Island, was
called Great Salt Cove before it was filled. The human-initiated restructuring
of these habitats was considered to be a sign of progress. Although difficult to
estimate, the amount of salt-marsh alteration that has occurred is clearly
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extensive. Perhaps half of Atlantic coastal salt marshes have been significantly
altered or eliminated as a result of human “improvements.”

Our change in attitude about the marsh has come about slowly. Draining
of wetlands was eventually shown to cause mosquito control efforts to back-
fire. Mosquitoes can breed in small puddles, and no amount of ditching and
draining can eliminate all standing water from a wetland. Furthermore, small
fish that eat mosquito larvae need pools of water to swim, forage, and breed.
Thus, ditching and draining may have the undesired effect of increasing mos-
quitoes. Small, mosquito-eating fish are preyed upon by larger fish and birds.
Therefore, the impacts trickle through the entire marsh food web.

With the loss of historic salt-marsh habitats, diamondback terrapins have
lost foraging, mating, basking, and hibernation territory. Disturbances in the
water are not the only negative environmental impacts for terrapins. Females
are losing nesting areas. Some nesting habitat disappears as a result of natural
environmental forces. Nesting beaches, dunes, and marsh uplands are con-
stantly reshaped by erosion and flooding due to the action of wind, waves, and
currents. Generally, these forces work in cycles, at times depositing sand and
sediments to build beaches, and at other times, eroding beaches. Such cycles
usually occur gradually and over long periods of time. Sea-level rise, attributed
to global warming, may also put diamondback nesting areas under water.

Human activities often accelerate the pace of shoreline alteration, directly
as well as indirectly. Many marshes are sinking and may be completely under
water in the near future. This phenomenon, known as subsidence, occurs
when the pace of marsh substrate buildup, caused by sediment trapping and
the compaction of dead marsh vegetation, does not keep up with rising water
levels. This may be a consequence of the construction of dikes, which have a
twofold effect on marsh systems. They restrict sediment flow from reaching
the marsh below the dike and cause a rise in water level above the dike. The
rising water level drowns marsh plants by preventing the periodic drying that
is required to keep their roots oxygenated. With subsidence and marsh flood-
ing may come a decrease in dry upland habitat for diamondback terrapin
nesting activites. One of the most dramatic examples of subsidence in the
United States has occurred in Galveston Bay, Texas. When aerial photographs
were used to compare coastal wetlands in Galveston Bay from the s to
 it was found that the total area of salt and brackish marshes has
decreased and that there has been some redistribution of marshlands. Due to
subsidence, the marshes are being replaced by tidal flats and open water. The
major cause of subsidence in the Galveston area may be groundwater pump-
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ing around Texas City. With perennial marsh flooding that results from sub-
sidence, there is a serious impact on marsh food webs that can cause foraging
problems for diamondback terrapins. In addition, nesting areas may be cov-
ered with water year-round or may become more prone to inundation.

Human-engineered structures may impede nesting activities for dia-
mondback terrapins. Various types of seawalls are constructed to “armor” the
coastline and thus prevent loss of waterfront homes and property. These
structures may be built from wood, stone, concrete, or even sand-filled bags
and are called bulkheads or revetments. If these shoreline fortifications are
made from randomly strewn rocks, they are sometimes referred to as riprap.
While such walls may help protect upland property, they channel wave energy
to a narrower band of coastline and thus facilitate the removal of sand and
sediments from their base. Over time, sharper embankments are produced
and the intertidal beach may be decreased or eliminated. This will decrease
potential foraging resources for diamondback terrapins. Although diamond-
back terrapins are good climbers, the presence of a perpendicular concrete
bulkhead is surely a deterrent to a female on a nesting run.

Jetties are stone or concrete structures that are built perpendicular to the
shoreline. Groins are smaller versions of these structures, and both interfere
with normal littoral drift, that is, the movement of sand and sediments along
the shoreline as a result of currents and wave action. Sand tends to be trapped
on the upcurrent side of the jetty or groin, while the downdrift side loses sand.
The sand-starved beaches and their adjoining uplands may eventually disap-
pear. Since diamondback terrapins usually return to the same nesting loca-
tions, year after year, the erosion of a nesting area may force the female
terrapin to seek other nesting options, some of which may be less than opti-
mal or represent fringe nesting locations. Nesting may be less successful in
marginal habitats that may be more prone to predators, inundation, desicca-
tion, and other forces.

Aquaculture
The combined threats to diamondback terrapins that have been described are
effectively contributing to the sometimes drastic, sometimes subtle demise of
the species. There are other potential activities and events that may also
threaten diamondback terrapins, but their impact has not been studied. For
example, diamondback terrapins share habitat with commercially valuable
clams and oysters. After many of the natural shellfish beds became depleted,
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aquaculture developed as an
alternative to traditional
shellfishing. Aqualculture is
often regarded as an environ-
mentally friendly way to uti-
lize and sustain coastal
resources. The economic
impact in many areas has
been extremely positive.
Unlike salmon or trout aqua-
culture, which lead to
increases in nitrates in sur-
rounding water, aquaculture
is a clean form of fish farm-
ing. However, very little is
known about the impact of
aquaculture on organisms
that reside in the mud and
marsh substrate, organisms
that are important compo-
nents of the food web and a
source of vital fuel energy for
migrating birds.

Clams and oysters are
raised in concentrated parcels

on the tidal flats. Although diamondback terrapins may be oblivious to the
activity of the aquaculturists, the trays, netting, PVC pipes, truck traffic, and
so on that are part of the industry may impede foraging, interfere with mat-
ing aggregations, or provide obstacles to local terrapin movement. Aquacul-
ture gear that is uprooted from the farms during storms may clog creeks and
trap terrapins under water.

Dredging
Recreational and commercial fishermen and boaters are putting pressure on
marinas to provide additional mooring and docking facilities and to keep
harbors accessible. This sometimes means initiation or increase of dredging
activities. Led by C. W. Post biologist Matt Draud, a local Oyster Bay, Long



Fig. 5.6. Erosion of dune caused by foot traffic
in terrapin nesting area. In nesting areas that
are highly vegetated, terrapins prefer to nest on
these sandy paths.
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Island, environmental group called Friends of the Bay has lobbied the town
to reschedule dredging plans in Bayville Village at the Creek Beach Marina.
Using sonic tracking, Draud’s research team has identified the group hiber-
naculum shared by several hundred diamondback terrapins. Buried beneath
the ooze on the floor of the marina, the hibernating terrapins could be easy
fodder for the jaws of the giant dredges, scheduled to deepen the marina dur-
ing the winter to eliminate interference with the boating season. Dredging is
a routine procedure at shallow harbors and embayments that strive to pro-
vide access for boats. In many areas within their range, very little is known
about the winter residence and hibernation areas of diamondback terrapins.
Inadvertently, terrapins may be killed as heavy machinery disrupts their win-
ter’s sleep.

Invasive Species
Invasive species have also made their way to coastal marshes and estuaries. As
water freshens, Phragmites reeds take the place of Spartina grasses, flora and
fauna shift to freshwater varieties, and diamondback terrapins may lose food
sources. Some invasive species, such as Hemigrapsus (Asian shore crab),
believed to have arrived in ship ballast water and prospering on the Atlantic
coast, may outcompete native crab species. The effect of this invasion on the
terrapin diet is unknown.

Recreation
At first glance, it seems lucky for diamondback terrapins that parts of their
range fall within wildlife refuges, national parks, state and local conservation
districts, and wetland areas that will never be developed. This is a mixed bless-
ing for terrapins, because many of these protected areas are open to the pub-
lic for hiking, boating, fishing, crabbing, swimming, camping, and other
activities (fig. .). Herein lies the conflict. The very people who love nature
and appreciate diverse forms of life may inadvertently cause declines in terra-
pin colonies. Boat strikes, capture in crab pots, snagging on fishing lines and
hooks, interference with nesting, attraction of subsidized predators, erosion of
nesting beaches, road mortality, and other threats occur just as readily, if not
more often, in areas set aside for recreation. Recognizing the interference with
terrapin nesting, Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge closes certain areas to hikers
during nesting season.
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In a twenty-year study, conducted from  to , documenting the
relationship between human recreation and the decline of a wood turtle
(Clemmys insculpta), it was seen that the apparently stable turtle population
began its precipitous decline when the habitat was opened for recreation.
Other parameters of the wilderness area, such as climate, air and water qual-
ity, populations of nearby towns, and number of roadways, remained constant.
The increase in recreational use of the wilderness area was measured as a
function of the number of permits issued each year. Although the cause of the
decline was not identified, several mechanisms were hypothesized: removal of
turtles by visitors, road kills, handling by visitors, increased predation as a func-
tion of attraction of predators by food waste, and disturbance by dogs (Garber
and Burger, ).

In most cases, we do not know the impact of human recreation on dia-
mondback terrapins. Even the most well-meaning of us may adversely affect
the turtles we are trying to save. Clearly we must devote more time and
resources to learn how we can eliminate or minimize our deleterious impact
on terrapins.

While certain colonies of diamondback terrapins may be holding their
own, the broader fate of the species does not look promising. This meek tur-
tle is being threatened from all directions, land and sea. Scientists, naturalists,
and conservation-minded citizens along with private, state, and federal organ-
izations are not just sitting back to see what happens to the charismatic ter-
rapin but are taking action to prevent the decimation of our only brackish
water turtle.
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